TWO COATS OF PAINT
August 3, 2016

Interview: Timothy Nolan and his public art project at LAX
10:05 am by Sharon Butler

Timothy Nolan, “Like Sound Going Sideways.” Photo credit: All images via PanicStudio LA

If you find yourself in Terminal 7 at the Los Angeles International Airport, you can’t miss Timothy Nolan’s
new public art project, a series of large-scale prints, made from collages that incorporate images of maps,
galaxies, and other ephemera from the days when we looked things up in encyclopedias and used atlases to find
our way. I wondered how Nolan, who is represented by CB1 Gallery in LA, got the commission, how his
installation relates to the rest of his work, and what it was like working in an airport.
Sharon Butler: Tell me a little bit about your work. Did you propose a project that you felt would reflect
something about that specific site–an airport? Did you want to make work that you felt would appeal
specifically to people who are in transit?
Timothy Nolan: In my current work, I start with handmade collages, combining photography of unique
geological terrain, outdated scientific graphics, and Art Deco patterns. These are scanned, digitally and
manually marked, cut, and re-collaged. The larger works are then printed on aluminum or vinyl (in the case of
the recent wall mural.) The results marry my interest in abstract painting and Pop Art with my fascination for
quantum mechanics and astrophysics. The work alludes to natural phenomena and the intersection of culture

and nature. I invite viewers to consider themes of transitioning ecosystems, and the quest for discovery beyond
the visible realm.

Timothy Nolan, Like Sound Going Sideways, 2016, latex print on vinyl, 96 x 473 inches.

I thought these themes were pretty relevant to travelers who either just got off a plane or are about to board one
and travel at 30,000 feet. I know when I look out the window of a plane, I’m always thinking about what’s out
there, both above and below. As you descend into LAX, the juncture of nature and culture is front and center:
rugged mountain ranges, the Pacific Ocean, and miles of sprawling development.
I designed the mural for the specific walls in the hallway. I conceived of it as a diptych, with one half on the
wall that is set back about 18 inches from the other. The imagery was in line with what I had been working on
for a few years, which I thought would resonate with air travelers and their view from up there. But I also
managed to sneak in an aerial view of the airport’s environs. I found this book of Landsat images taken from
NASA satellites in the 1970s – pre-Google Earth! I liked the arc of the coastline; it seemed like the perfect
counter to the nebula in the left hand panel.
SB: Tell me about the process of having your work selected for this project. What kind of proposal did you have
to prepare?
TN: The LAWA Art Exhibition Program puts out a call for proposals every two to three years. I proposed this
project in 2013. At the time I was just making small collages, but I knew there was a way to blow the images up
and print them. The proportions of those collages were akin to roadside billboards. They were invented
landscapes that suggested expansive panoramas, but they were only 7 x 15 inches. So I proposed blowing one
up across a large wall.

I knew that once I was awarded the project, installation timing would be impacted by a number of factors at the
airport. Other than coordinating the appropriate locations for the types of work and artists they choose for their
program, the LAWA arts team has to work around airport and airline schedules, as well as various construction
deadlines.
In early 2014, I was awarded a 200 foot hallway in Terminal 7, servicing United Airlines. This large expanse of
running wall allowed me to include six large scale aluminum prints, a six foot lightbox, and some straight
collage work.

Timothy Nolan, The Last Convincing Clue, 2015, dye-sublimation print on aluminum, 60 x 43 ¾ inches.

Timothy Nolan, In the Everything Flows, 2015, dye-sublimation print on aluminum, 45 x 41 1/3 inches.

Timothy Nolan, The Constant Speed of Light, 2015, latex print on Samba with LED light box, 72 x 54 inches.

Timothy Nolan, installation view with three collages on paper, all 2013, 7 x 15 ¼ inches and 4 ¼ x 15 ¼ inches.

I got the go-ahead to prepare for the project in May of 2015, with a tentative installation date of March 2016. I
planned carefully, choosing the materials and fabricators well in advance, completing all print tests early in the
process, and even printing and framing the balance of the work to be shown.
In short order, because of that occasionally unpredictable scheduling at the airport, the project was expanded at
the last minute to include a second area in the same terminal. For this wall, I produced a triptych which includes
three 6 x 6 foot panels printed on aluminum, and it floats above the newly built United Airlines ticketing area.

Timothy Nolan, Shine On (triptych), 2016, installation view, dye-sublimation prints on aluminum, 66 x 66 ½ (each panel).

Timothy Nolan, Shine On (triptych), 2016, dye-sublimation prints on aluminum, 66 x 66 ½ (each panel).

SB: I have always thought that making public work entails a lot of bureaucracy and meetings. Is this true? Was
it difficult to get to the installation phase?
TN: I guess it depends on your tolerance for bureaucracy. Considering we’re talking about one of the largest
and busiest airports in the world, I didn’t find it too bad. There were a few site meetings, and lots of emails back
and forth. I had to sign a contract and hit benchmarks like submitting an exhibition plan, an exhibition checklist,
and text for the didactic panel. This all happened over a two year period, although most in the months leading
up to the installation. The program has grown a lot in recent years, which is really great for the city and its
artists.
SB: Explain how you installed the work at the airport. Did they pay for your parking?
TN: Ha! Yes, parking was validated. But installing work in an active airport is very different from installing in
a gallery. Everything has to go through security, and the installation crew has very set hours, so it took a week.
But they did a bang-up job getting everything up behind the requisite Plexiglas panels. The ticketing area had to
be installed after hours, so that was a midnight to 5 A.M. install.

Timothy Nolan, Like Sound Going Sideways, 2016, latex print on vinyl, 96 x 473 inches.

SB: What is it like having work at a major metropolitan airport? Would you do it again? I think the show
should travel to other airports!
TN: It’s staggering to think about the number of people who will see my work during the run of this exhibit –
exponentially more than all the people who have ever seen my work in galleries over my 20+ years of
exhibiting. In fact, on the first day of installation, I saw three friends and art colleagues who were passing
through the hallway on their way in and out of L.A.
This exhibition at LAX is presented in partnership with the City of Los Angeles Department of Cultural Affairs,
and is meant to be site-specific. Of course this does not mean the work couldn’t be reconfigured, referenced,
reimagined, or partnered with new work as part of a different public project. All large airports and other public
spaces have their own requirements and application processes, so I continue to apply for similar projects. But if
there’s an airport out there who might be interested, let’s talk!
In the end, art is a mode of communication, and I feel very lucky to get the opportunity to communicate with
such a large audience. Granted, many may not have the time or inclination to look closely, but I’m grateful for
whatever impact, no matter how subtle, the work might have on an unsuspecting viewer.
Finally, translating my design into a 40-foot mural was a real thrill. I had a pretty good idea the work could hold
at that scale, but seeing it come to life after dreaming about it for three years was truly transformative for me as
an artist. It really opened up a whole new world for me in the studio. So yes, I would do it again in a heartbeat.

“Timothy Nolan: Like Sound Going Sideways,” Los Angeles World Airports, in partnership with the City of Los Angeles Department
of Cultural Affairs, as part of the Art Exhibits Program at LAX. Terminal 7, Los Angeles International Airport. Through January
2017. Nolan’s work is also on view in “Measure, Gesture, Form,” at the Portland Museum of Art through August 7, 2016; and in
“Summer Reverie” at CB1 Gallery, Los Angeles, through August 28, 2016.

Two Coats of Paint is an NYC-based art project, that includes an award-winning art blog, artists residency, and other special
undertakings. Questions, comments, and other inquiries may be sent to twocoatsofpaint@gmail.com.
About the art blog: Launched in 2007 and nationally read, the art blog Two Coats of Paint publishes original content with an emphasis
on contemporary painting and related issues. Two Coats has been sponsored by numerous museums, universities, galleries, and arts
organizations including the Guggenheim Museum, Whitney Museum, New Art Dealers Association (NADA), School of Visual Arts,
Maryland Institute College of Art, American University, and Rhode Island School of Design. In 2014, Two Coats of Paint received a
prestigious Creative Capital/Warhol Foundation Arts Writing Grant for blogging. Publisher Sharon Butler, an accomplished painter, is
affiliated with the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts and the University of Connecticut. Two Coats of Paint is based in New York.

Editorial: Recommendations, August 17, 2010
Timothy Nolan
at Marx & Zavattero, San Francisco, California
Recommendation by Chérie Louise Turner

Timothy Nolan, 'Pitch,' 2008-10, laminate and enamel on panels, dimensions variable, 24 elements

Continuing through August 21, 2010
Los Angeles-based artist Timothy Nolan delivers contemplative sculpture that is all clean geometric forms, a subtle
palate of silver, black, gray, and white, and various surface treatments - mirrored, reflective, flat. Nolan continues
his investigation of patterns, repetition, and systems, both made and natural. The work easily draws the viewer into
the complexity encompassed, including the exploration of visual perception and construction of illusory versus real
space.
Evident throughout is the influence of minimalism and cubism; the artist is also inspired by craft and op art. The
exhibition features floor and wall sculpture as well as works of silver metallic paper on panel and other twodimensional pieces. The centerpiece - both literally, as it takes up a large space within the gallery, and figuratively;
it's enchanting - is the twenty-foot-long "Pitch." Comprising more than twenty triangular pieces of various sizes,
with several of the surfaces mirrored and reflecting off of each other, the work evolves into endless shards and
crystalline structures, elegantly getting to the heart of Nolan's interests. In the wall sculpture, "Stack" - which is also
made up of a series of over twenty non-identical hard-edged shapes, these composed of printed vinyl on aluminum geometric shapes in five gray-scale hues also play with our comprehension of light and shadow and the shaping of
space; the piece appears to be more three-dimensional than its flat surfaces really are.
While Nolan's artwork overall is hard-edged and calculated in appearance, it's not cold. This is meditative work that
we not only see but experience

Calendar
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Folded Metal
By Hiya Swanhuyser

Math art. Moebius aluminum siding. Bauhaus Escher. Timothy Nolan's art can make your
eyes cross if you look at it too hard, or too long, but it's worth it, and fun. His new exhibit,
"Tilt," is anchored by a piece called Pitch, which looks like someone origami-ed a mirror.
His wall work is large, minimalist collage-style stuff – big, silver swaths of razor power
that would look equally at home in an Art Deco living room or an industrial-chic loft
space. Nolan is playing with light and reflection, using an aesthetic that draws on the shiny
glam of minimalist Op Art, but pushes its meditative qualities more than its eye-trickery.
July 24-Aug. 21, 2010
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COLA 2008 Catalogue Essay

TIMOTHY NOLAN
Born 1962 Tacoma, Washington; lives and works in Los Angeles
Over the past twenty years, employing modest materials, Timothy Nolan has developed a
range of complex, abstract artworks that obsessively, yet delicately and elegantly, honor
organic structures and machine patterns via human synthetics. Nolan’s creativity favors
discerning order over sentimental expression. He enjoys the challenge of creating a
lyrical composition from a limited palette of colors and forms through disciplined trial
and error. His fascination with selected patterns exposes their possible human
significance through repetition, repositioning, and/or recasting. The resulting drawings,
low-relief wall sculptures, and floor pieces are precisely designed using systematic
routines: repeated strokes, methodical formations, or habitual penetrations. Each work
establishes space for the play of light on vision; some dangle or shimmer, and others
appear to float or vibrate.
Most of Nolan’s artworks beg us to tilt our heads or lean in for further inspection. His
pieces have stealth titles (i.e., Trim, Bend, Link, Wave, Shift, Rise, and Scale). These
clever noun-verb labels describe both the viewer’s experience and the artist’s actions
(cutting, curving, hanging, unrolling, sifting, building, and measuring). For those who
find beautiful significance in a computer circuit board, Nolan’s work is a soothing place
to rest the eyes while rousing the brain. His artworks require the same attention as
puzzles or riddles. The plain constructs, repeated motifs, and implied histories confirm
intellectual awareness, critical analysis, and metaphysical fulfillment.
Extorting customs from cubism, minimalism, op art, craft, and decoration, Nolan
explores geometry without being solely perceptual, formalist, optical, anthropological, or
mathematical. He is a postmodern abstract artist, referencing the digital future by creating
analogs for today’s systems age. The trine and pentad elements in his works may “queer”
traditional binary polarities like male/female, taking us toward more perplexing
dimensions such as memory/representation/assumption and hand-fashioned/machinemade/synthesized/simulated/cloned. Such interpretations are, however, more projective
than evidentiary. With any or all of these concepts lightly in mind, Nolan explores deviations from prior patterns of nature and manufacturing.
Nolan’s career signifies the transition from machine industries to our technological
future—when labor is more speculative than physical and humankind is barely discernible from its inventions. As Geoffrey Batchen has keenly noted in Burning with
Desire: The Conception of Photography: “Already there is no one reading this who is a
‘natural’ being, whose flesh has not been nourished by genetically enhanced corn, milk or
beef and whose body has not experienced some form of medical intervention, from
artificial teeth to preventative inoculations to corrective surgery… Who can any longer
say with confidence where human ends and non- human begins?”

Likewise, Nolan’s concentration and production subsist as a grand metaphor. He reminds
us that systems (language, numbers, music, gestures, and structures) have the form to
invoke history. His compositions prompt us to remain connected with original codes
through present iterations, pointing toward a new consciousness. Propelled by his 2008
C.O.L.A. fellowship, Nolan is currently developing and manufacturing modular wall
sculptures that expand his working scale and capacity for site-specific projects. This may
result in some impressive showings in public spaces or on exterior architecture.
Without stress, using ideology and methodology, Timothy Nolan creates quirky yet witty
artworks that are curiously intuitive. His craft clarifies a great denominator: the patterns
we repeat, revise, and redesign signify multiple reformations of human nature.
Joe Smoke
(Cultural Grant Program Director, Department of Cultural Affairs, City of Los Angeles)
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Arts & Entertainment

"Sequence." Timothy Nolan's reductive paintings are paroxysms of
obsessive patterning. Inspired by the weave and texture of fabric,
their networks of lines and simple shapes look both mathematical
and natural, suggesting constellations, crystalline structures, or
light filtering through trees. The large painting Converge is a net of
white starbursts on black that creates the illusion of a faceted,
organic texture. It's as if Nolan started in the center and just kept
riffing on his system of lines until he got to the edges of the paper.
Surge is a smaller work that feels more decorous and selfcontained; its arrangement of marks floats just short of the edge of
the panel. Nolan makes no attempt to hide the quality of his
brushwork, and gets a surprising range of effects out of what is
essentially the same arrangement — intersecting starbursts that
form prisms of shimmering black, white, silver, and gray. The
vibrations of shapes and tones are enchanting, all the more so for
the casualness with which they're executed and the simplicity of
their materials. Slide, the exhibit's only sculptural piece, is an array
of triangles of white and gray card stock affixed to rows of fishing
line with metal office clips. It creates a flickering, unexpectedly
complex web of light and shade. This balance of abstract pattern
and everyday style gives the works a delicacy and physical presence
that's quirky, yet sublime. Through July 8 at Heather Marx Gallery,
77 Geary (at Grant), Second Floor, S.F. Admission is free; call 6279111 or visit www.heathermarxgallery.com. (Sharon Mizota)
Reviewed June 28, 2006.
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Timothy Nolan at
Newspace
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Timothy Nolan, Shift, 2004, baking powder, baking soda, graphite, glitter, 324 square feet,
sciotlsas
nature, or
at Newspace, Los Angeles. (Photo: Joshua White.)
defined by
latent potenCarl]ung arc known as archetypes.
tial for shift,
They can be described as recurring or
for shift-the cumulative minute changes
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repeating units and stem from an ancient
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basic form despite being unable to
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territory that Timothy Nolan seems to be
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human psyche everywhere and for all
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Each piece, however, repeats the
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message of the floor work by
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creatillg·anillusion of transicnce.
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is obvious when observing this work that
3rt may be il universal brcsture with significant fonus, archetypes, images and
patterns fixed in a collective unconscious,
but true to the nature of gesture.s it is not
permanent-it is always an ephemeral
experience ~U1d subject to shift-we can't
own the momcnt. To quote Nohm'.s
statement that accompanies the work,
"The art is crystal clear. It is impcrmaiWllt, making its memory ever more
imperative." Both types of memory, the
conscious as well as the unconscious
memory, interact to extrapolate and store
information from the meta-momcnts
that make up an art interaction, but
Nolan makes 11 convincing case for the
idea that art only exists "in the presence
of itself." We never really get it.

-Charlene Roth
Timothy Nolan: Shift closed April 3 at
Newspace, Los Angeles.
Charlene Roth is a contributing editor to

Artweek.
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Industrial Strength: ror his
fourth show at Newspace, Timothy Nolan has made an elegant
and unusual group of 18 white-onwhite monuprints on translucent
sheets of cast acrylic. At once
handmade and manufactured,
simple in style yet complex in conception, they occupy an unusuaJly
provocative territory.
Made by pressing a textile fragment in white oil paint and then
using the textile as a printing plate,
Nolan's works create a type of visual Braille, Your eye reads the intricate linear patterns as dense but
Iragile networks of surlace bumps,
ridges and ripples.
The textile fragments were laid
out in a variety of ways for printing. Sometimes they're in rows,
sometimes crosshatched, some·
times zigzagged or in waves,. The
individual titlcs-"Wave," "Crest,"
"Link," "Split," "Whirl," etc.-loosely describe the form those
patterns take.
Mounted on acrylic brackets,
the plastic panels stand away from
the waJl. Each pattern thus casts
subtle, indistinct shadows through
the translucent panel. The patterns may be printed, but like a
fragile memory they reler back to
the tangible material from which
they were made.
The ancestry of Nolan's monoprints includes Robert Rauschenberg's famous "Automobile Tire
Print" (1953), made by rolling an
automobile tire dipped in black
paint across sheets of paper. Playful tension between slick industrial
technology and the raggedy humall hand is integral to his subject.
Textile production was of course
the basis for the first phase of the
IndustriaJ Revolution, two centuries ago, while Nolan's delIcate linear patterns inescapably resemble'
circuit boards; .his cast acrylic
sheets have the look of a computer
screen. Technology tends to be
Utopian in its aspirations, but Nolan's singular monoprints assert
that ImperfeCtIon is embe~ded in
·the reaJity of aU technology-not
least because flaws are integral to
our humanity.
Newspace, 5241 Melrose Ave.,
(323)' 469-9353,
Hollywood,
through Nov. 24. Closed Sunday
and Monday:

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 200!

Southern
California
Timothy Nolan at
Newspace
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Timothy Nolan, detail of Wave #228, 2001, oil on cast acojlic panel, 24" x 18",
through the
at Newspace, Los Angeles
bottom of
the bowl.
reconfigured as printing plares. Process
Some suppose the hole had a spirimal
function and was meant to serve as a conand material reinforce one another to
duit for the soul through the represented
make available to the discerning viewer;
real world (the interior of the bowl) into
volumes of historic infonTIat1on th~lt
the realm of the unknown (the nonrepre~
widens to include the conten1Dorary.
sentational exterior).
Exceedingly subtle inLlges of COnlrTlon
What is relevant here is the notion
woven designs point toward a roster of
that the ieonography on the bowls reveals
reference extending from tre earliest of
a cOlllplex visual systelTI wherein specific
hUlnan times to the presen',.:.
patterns (or the lack of pattern) stand in
The grand scope of reference is due
for (re~teli) intricate histories, myths and
to Nolan's tar~ranging and penetrating
legends. One pervasive eX3Inple is a series
interest in the relationship between tl,e
of alternating dark and light ribbons of
handmade and tl,e indn';trially produced,
color encircling the interior of the bowls
as well as digital produ.crion and the
shifts that have occurred as new techjust below the lip. These are conunonly
interpreted to represent a hierarchical
nologies nlcrge with established rnodes
of manufacture. Link excels because
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stratum of continuity and cycle. Some
circles are intact while others are broken.
modest images, images of textile patterns
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complex view. An example is Bend. White
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overlay by human hands of two threads
For the past several years, Timothy
but also the randoIn digital rendering of
Nolan has been exploring the ability of
a database. Importantly, once repeated,
they become a suggestive pattern and the
transcendental element of N obn's
inquiry
--Chilrleue Roth
Timothy Nolan' Lmk closed November 24
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Timothy Nolan, LINK
Catalog Essay published 10/2001
NO TEXTILE WITHOUT A TEXT:
The Uses of Pattern in the Work of Timothy Nolan
by Carmine Iannaccone

There is pleasure to be had in pattern. Every infant ever cooed to sleep by a repetitive lullaby
knows that. For many tribal cultures, the patterning that adorns their hair, skin, or pottery is also
a source of power, insofar as its regularity compensates for the often-unpredictable forces of
nature. Depending upon the circumstances though, these positives can just as quickly become
negatives. For an adult, a repetitive ditty can be maddening. In industrialized societies, the
predictability of mass-produced goods has become the insignia of soullessness. Either way, it's
difficult for humans not to have a reaction to patterning - our species is too deeply attuned to it.
It's important to realize this at the outset because it helps explain why Timothy Nolan's work
does much more than the obvious job of producing beguiling visual rhythms. Both his earlier
sculpture and current work on Mylar and acrylic play upon our sensitivities to pattern in general,
enticing our appetite for it on one hand, while also stroking a potentially raw nerve. What makes
his art significant isn't the way h~ manipulates patterning, but the way he exposes our
predisposition to it, raising the question of where that predisposition puts us in the current age.

.

* '

One hundred and ninety years ago, textile workers in England made an assessment oftheir own
age. In the name of a mythical leader named Ned Ludd, they rioted against the knitting machines
and power loo~they felt were robbing them of a livelihood. Their protest was quixotic, but it
did galvani~e an enduring-suspicion olt~chnology in our society. Although certainly not a
Luddite, Nolan does establish a dialectic between handwork and mass-production in his art
which, ironically, returns to the figure of textiles. Working entirely by hand in an early body of
sculpture, he systematically wove long lengths of webbing, ribbon, and elastic into a variety of
found metal objects. Machine-made things like spoked hubcaps, barbecue grills, even an
extension ladder became de-facto looms. But because the "fabric" he created on these armatures
was inextricable from the object, both were gently subverted.
Those early pieces energized negative space in Nolan's work in a way that would carry through
to everything else that followed. His palette of white on white, in particular, continues to push
the figure/ground relationship to its limit. When, in another body of work, he threaded ribbon
into the interstices of large sheets of wire mesh, he essentially reversed the spatial priorities of
the material, foregrounding the part of it that wasn't there (the spaces) while forcing the steel
armature itself into the background. The lovely patterns that resulted weren't "created" so much
as "released." Not that anyone would suggest pattern isn't already there in such products, only
that it's incidental and, as a rule, numbing rather than attractive. So Nolan's gesture not only
reversed the spatiality of the material, but its cultural significance as well, blurring utility with
adornment. And that's why, despite appearances, he's not a formalist. Nor is his work motivated
by the disengaged optical or perceptual concerns that drive other forms of abstraction. On the
contrary, it is deeply rooted in the social realm. It always refers back to some set of human
groupings, however they're identified: craftsmen/factory workers, males/females,
pragmatists/aesthetes.

In this light, it's not insignificant that a recent suite of drawings on Mylar were all produced with
old drafting templates now rendered obsolete by computer graphic programs - another case of
technology replacing the human operator. But ifs not so simple. Technology doesn't replace
human operators, it replaces older technologies, and it doesn't just replace them, it re-defmes
them. Old tools have a way of hanging around, with new values attached. As the Luddites
discovered, technology doesn't eclipse craftsmanship, it redefines its use and its meaning by
establishing a new social paradigm into which it must fit. Tim~thy Nolan's work is the staging
area for that interaction where different modes of production test one another, redefme limits,
shift parameters. His current pieces on cast acrylic were made with a printing press and plates
constructed of (not surprisingly) textile fragments. Whereas the mechanism in this case is meant
to insure the perfection and uniformity of an edition, Nolan's output is scarred with the evidence .
of being hand-made: the designs are often unevenly inked, out ofregistration, and simply not
repeated (there is no edition). But if all this equates the human touch with error and imperfection,
.
it's not as though the artist loses a competition, like a latter-day John Henry (another great
Luddite) battling the steam drill. The artist is merely re-defmed. Rather than the traditional
master craftsman he now becomes...what?
The body of work that Timothy Nolan has produced re-casts him as an author rather than a
craftsman. Although it bears no messages, Nolan's textile patterning does have a text to it, one
which·re-writes the technological codes to which it is beholden. His work documents the
complex relationship of humans to machines, and how the meaning of both continues to evolve
in our time.
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Humorous Order: Timothy Nolan is
a Minimalist with a sense of humor.
He exercises stringent discipline in
his work, but not as an end in itself.
Instead, order and repetition at
times make for a sublime visual
spectacle and, at the very least, a
fun retinal buzz.
"Trim," the title piece of his
show at Newspace, consists of two
tall panels (98 inches high) of
galvanized metal whose grill-like
surface has been woven through
with white satin ribbon. The result
is a terrific fusion of opposites, as
the hard, masculine-associated industrial material consorts with the
soft, feminine and domestic one.
The ritualized handwork of
weaving characterizes all of the
wall pieces, which buckle and warp
like tapestries. Nolan repeats the
format throughout the show, varying the width of the ribbon, the
grid pattern of the armature and
the size and orientation of the
works.
Just when the formula starts to
feel exhausted, he extends and
invigorates it through a dazzling
floor piece called "Settle," made by
dusting a mixture of baking soda,
baking powder and glitter into a
pattern of nearly 100 precise
squares. Like Rachel Lachowicz's
remakes in lipstick of the macho
icons of Minimalism, Nolan turns
inside-out Carl Andre's zinc and
magnesium floor tiles of the late
196Os, replacing their permanence
with transience, their hard density
with ephemeral dust, their matte
dUllness with a glimmering delicacy. As transitory as "Settle" is,
its spunky, subversive spirit makes
an impact that can't be swept away
with a str)ke of the broom.
• Newspace, 5241 Melrose Ave.,
(213) 469-9353, through March 28.

from nther than toward•• mirror of the
world Abstr:lction is its own world-<lf
Ufltve.rse

Tbmu! ami ViJriari"lf, then, w... sum
of parts, not' whole, , for.instlnce look
or how ""rious ,rtists, from ""rious b.ck·
grounds working in various m.nners.
cre,tc their o'm universes .nd populote
them with distinctively conceived ,nd
wrought .rework. Some 're more distinc·
tive th.n others. bue no .rtise in the show
was merely consistent; no m:ltler how
dependent on • self·detennined formul.,
every p.iorer or object.maker (or in 3

'Themes and
Variations' at the
Torrance Art Museum
sm.lI showc:"e
like the TorrJnee
Art Museum does
nO(-1."';\;noor...........

couple of instlnces, pointer-objcotm.ker) w" shown to wring ap.nsive
ond often unpredictlble v.o.cion from
t!lat formub "Formulo" of course
equates here \vith "theme;" curotor (.nd
museum director) Kristin. Newhouse
c1e,rly conceived of "theme" In musical
os well os pictorioll tenns Thor is, the
works of ,ny One ,rtist in tl,e show res<:lted 'nd re-exomincd 0 boslc visu,l formulotion, defined by size or sh.pe or
ges.rurc Of m-ateri::ll or W'h.m:~ver, t;lthcr
th.n a bosic subjeCt m.tter (such .s still
life. soy. or glob.l w.rming) Some of the
work may beor such e'tr.l-form.1 coo·
tent. but ulat: Content W:1S not ;lt issue
here
Abo'e: Pomcl. JOlden. UnJilied. 2007. 0,1 on
linen. 66" x 90"; below: Da~d McDonald,
Whole Parls. 2007. mi'od modi.. 42" x 261/2'"' ~ 22·, 1/2" al th~ Tomme!! Art MU5eum

mount: eXh;Il1S0VC

11 >

survevS, W1,en if
[Oks'a look .r
current local
:.lhs-tr;'lccion~ ;\5 in ThrtueJ /Uul J'flrirflicWI. it
provides ex.m pies. nOt s.mplcs. ob
broadly defined pr.1ctice.•nd docs herrer
to bring forth the individu.l sensibilicies
of the p'lrtidp.ong orcists th.n to Idencify common.lici...moog them All the
t\.. . dyc ;1rnsts I;ompristng TbutirI mill
HrriiuiaJl.f Sh;JIC is a commionent to m:Jk.
iog ort th,t is In no w,y , pictori,l represent.cion of .nything else Evocation of
something in the "r".11 world" is .cciden.
tll or incident.1: n.rur:tl or m.nm,de
forms may inspire formal ebboracionsome of the themes and ".d.oons the
title of the show .1Iudes to-bue the
;JCOSts. in d;lbor~uing thus. move 'J,way

;
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In this, Newhouse brought us b.ek to
the origins of .bstr.fct art • cenrury ago,
in the p.inting of .rtists who took their
cues from spiri=1 :ind musical models,
It's not likely .ny of the twelve ,rtists in
TbnlJ<J I1l1d Variati.m systemoQc:llly
tr:Josl.tes musi""l pitch into color. or
proctices Theosophy, but to V'Orious
degrees the formul .. they devise .nd
their methods for atltiv,ting these formol.. renett. sense of responsibiUry to
both the sensory :md the inel"f.lble qualities of such prococe They wont their
work to move the viewer much as music
moves the listener, and they .!so wont to
be moved themselves in die process of
m.king the work. The most gestunl
p.inters Included in the show, Philipp.
Blair .nd D,vid P,lmer. ceminly imp.rt
this sense, .e..pimbting the abstnct
e'pressionist concept of j.zz-like impro.
visocion in the .ceretion of m.ny .ccive.
even nervous brushscrokes A brooder
lyricism perv.ded other p.interly
.ppronch.. in the show, those of
Michelle Fierro .nd P.mela Jorden, ond
still others-the p,inting of Brod
Eberhord ond the sculpture
of D.vid McDonoldeng.ged 'n almost .rchite.tOllie rigor: but music.liey
inllected their sense of
space. color .nd rhythm.
,'vlusk wos nor the hidden
a~end. of 7111:1/11" ami
~'ilrinrhm.r. however-at 1~5t
oat the only one Scrucrure
iuelf was the theme upon
which artists such :IS TIm
Nolan, Eric Zommitt 30d
Brion Wills bllilt. achieving
" ,vide variery of effcctsZ,mmitt's luslI"oUS buzz,
WilI,'s shimmer. Nolon's
unfolding .nd multiplyingbut. shored feeling of o,tur:t15t:lhiliry. N.tuse iuelf
seemed to impel the Ro.ting
fonns io Colceo Srcrrirr's
work on p.per .nd, in very
differene woys, the bristling
little obiects of Robert
W.lker 30d the sp~Jwling,
sprouting thing Tyler Vl~hovich pl'nted
in the middle of the gollery like 0 Worn
couch ovemkeo by a jungle. The conj=oon of n.tuse i~ another of .bstr:tct orr's
bosic conceits, 'nd it wos if .nything reossuring to see it, .Iong with the emubtion
of music, driving .nd defioing the production of ,bstr:tcc.n Whether they know it
or not, Newhouse overred in the selection
of these dozen vooawrs, these southern
C.lifomb .ttists :lIe mointlirung 3 modern tr:tditioo
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Themes ;Jnd Variations; New Abs!mction in
Los Angefes clones NOllember 3 at To-rr.t.nce
Art

Mu.eurn. 3320 Civic Center Dr. Torr;me..
Peler Fr;mk is n freelance- write;" based in
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THE

GALLEI\IES-UPTOW
"REPEAT PERFORMAt4ce"

Repetition is rhe hallmark of tmlllmalism, but u'~
("'idem In practically e\er)' period of 3n. from
craftsmen's reproductions of rchgiotls icons to

\X'athol's soup cans. Here. repenme mark-nuking
IS executed In baking soda, g,raphHc. and glmer
(Tim Nolan's wonderful gl'Omemc floor painting
"Shift"). beeswax and paraffin (George SIOII'S em
tumblers. which make their W.1Y lIUO m:ln}' of rhls
gallery's shows). and staples (Alison Foshc("s
simple oak. willow, and gingko leaves arc "drawn"
lIltO rhe paper with staples). Roundlllg things out
afC several of Ihe lIStu] Stlspec[~ from an's golden
age of t('petitlon, rhe 111t1Cleen-SlX[Ie5: Carl Andre,
Walter De .\laria. Fr:mk Stella, Agnes l\brtin, and
Eva Hesse. Through Sept. 17. (Anthon)' Gr;\lH,
37 \'iI. 57th St. 212-75.'\-0434.)
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